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“Education is a progressive discovery of our own ignorance.”
                                                                        -WillDurant
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Dear Parents,

“Leaders must be close enough to relate to others, but far enough ahead to motivate them.”

 -John C Maxwell

We are delighted to announce the following achievements and developments during the year through 
.

An adaptive academic plan as per NEP 2020 was designed with the guidelines and approval of the 
Chairman Mr. R P Seth, the Headmasters of the school and the School manager Mr. Nilesh Seth and the 
same was implemented for the Academic Year 2022- 23 successfully.

1. ACADEMIC

“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day, teach a man to fish and you feed him for a life time”
                                                                                                                            - Maimonider 

1a. 

The Calps Expression 2022 -2023

CBSE CLASS 12TH BOARD RESULT. Calps congratulates PREETI PRIYA securing 91% in CBSE 
class 12th Examinations . 79% of students have passed in distinction and 100% pass percentage. 
Congrats to all the A1 toppers.

CBSE CLASS 10TH BOARD RESULT. Calps congratulates TANISHQ SHARMA  for securing 96.4% 
(483/500) in CBSE class 10th Examinations . Students have passed with Distinction with highest 
score being 100 in I.T, 99 in English & social and 100% pass percentage. Congrats to all the A1 
toppers



th
        It is a proud momemt for calps to report that students of CALPS 12  Standard have got admissions into prestigious colleges 

and universities. Abheesht  Shrivastava (2020 Cls XII) got admission in NALSAR University of LAW. Arunima Shrivastava 
(2019 Class XII) got admission in BITS PILANI Hyderabad.

1a. It is a proud movement for CALPS to be one of the pioneers to start online classes, we started online classes within a span of 
a week's time after announcement of Lockdown in 2020. We were very successful in conducting online classes even for 
KINDERGARTEN lot of laurels to our primary team to grab the attention of the tiny tots during online classes. A special 
thanks to IT Team to co-ordinate it well. 

1b. Changes were brought during the year as per the guidelines given by NEP 2020, flexible importance are given to both high 
performing children as well as attention grabbers.

We started HOPS (Higher order performance section) in the High school i.e., VIII to XI. Weekly concept development 
formula (CDF) is given more importance and the average of 3 CDFs are added in PTs. 

This is the year of compression, the academic year will follow the calendar from  June to March for the classes II to VIII.  The 
Academic Year of 2023 – 24 will start from March 2023 for the classes III to XII. Considering that the COVID guidelines reduce 
the timings of ONLINE classes. CALPS extended the year of 2020-21 and 2021-22 by two months for better understanding of 
the subjects. However as we are back to offline classes for 2022-23 it will be compression year and PT-4 shall be held in 
March 2023. The next year 2023-24 shall commence from March 2023 for Classes III to XII. 

1c. To bring Language skills among children ASL (Assessment of speaking and listening) is being made mandatory across the 
school. 

1d. Formulas and key words or peg words are very important for the students who learn, so CALPS is making a log book of same 
in Mathematics and science and distributed among high school this year which will continue for all the classes next year. It is 
made easy for children to learn and grab the key points of Mathematics and Science by the year end. 

2. INFRASTRUCTURE

Development of infrastructure plays a vital role for teachers and the students to work in a comfortable zone for 
development.

2a(a).New tiles have been laid out at the swimming pool area and made it more easily accessible.

2ab. Six new granite washbasins were built in each floor, front and back with four taps each in Block – C. This will help in 
improved hand wash hygiene. 

2ac. A shed was built near the fee counter to help parents to get shade while paying fees.

2b. 8 New buses were added to the transport system replacing the old buses to make it more comfortable for children 
travelling from different areas.

2c. As per the suggestion given by parents, we have constructed additional toilets for girls and boys in Block – D.

3. TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS

“Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sort for with ardor and attended to with diligence.” 

-Abigail Adams
3a. Knowing is not enough, we must also apply. CALPS conducts 3 days of in-house teacher's 

training and 2 days of CBSE capacity building programme every year. Lastly CBSE 
conducted a capacity building programme in class room management for two days. We 
conducted in house training programme for our teachers in lesson plan writing, 
calligraphy, HR Policy of school, pedagogy, NEP, cyber safety and subject wise training 
were few of them. 

WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL
3b. KNOW YOUR CHILD (KYC): Day 1 and Day 2 activities were conducted in Kindergarten, Primary, Middle and high school. 

Children were made to play few games and conducted a discussion with each other and knew the same.  A fifteen days 
bridge course was planned across the school to bring the basic knowledge and brush up their new ideas.  



3c. Research based teaching:
Our young scientist of CALPS did a research on Stomata using microscope in primary, researched about the ayurvedic and 
allopathic medicines, uses of micro-organisms in daily life and medicinal advancements in middle school. A research was 
presented by our high school students about Coding and participated in TOI- CODINGBEE. Congratulations to our CALPIAN 
team represented by – Swarit Bhanti, V Y Surya and KLVLN Prakash of Grade-9 who secured the runner up position in 
“Python senior category season-2“. Over 5,00,000 teams participated in the 2022 season - 2 and 21 students were 
selected for the final round at Mumbai. Congratulations to the Beaming Parents, Students and mentor Kongari Shirisha.

3c. Activity based teaching:

“The liturgy, like the feast, exists not to educate but to seduce people into participating in common activity of the highest order, 
where one is freed to lean things which cannot be sort.”

- Aidan Kavanagh

CALPS is known for activity based learning, colours can best be known by doing colour activities and playing with colours. 
Activities conducted with blocks, number cards, head bands, flash cards, play dough, creating different models for teaching 
various topics in primary & middle school. Teachers made them to form symmetry shapes in class to learn symmetry in maths 
and made puppets, to learn about puppets. Science & maths lab activities play a vital role in involving children to know the 
reactions of chemicals & their uses, measurements in mathematics and their applications in daily life. 

3c(b) Calps Nursery smart kids "What we learn becomes a part of who we are " fine motor ,gross motor , social skills and other 
themes: Early childhood education will set early learning experiences which can mould the little minds for the whole life. Kiddos 
participated in various activities which enabled them to enhance their cognitive, fine motor and gross motor skills. all thematic 
days were celebrated to develop their social skills .. Every day was a fun and joyful learning for the kids.



3c(c) NEIGHBOURHOOD FAIR The house and the neighborhood where one grows up impacts on their safety and longevity of 
one's life. Neighborhood fair was held in primary for grade 2 .The exhibits helped the students to understand various 
important places in the neighborhood and their utility to the community members Eg: post office, bank, ATM, hospital, police 
station etc. Students enthusiastically participated by speaking about the different places in their Neighborhood.

3c (d) COLOURS ACTIVITY
"COLOURS ARE INDEED THE SMILES OF NATURE"

Colours activity is a wonderful learning activity which helped children to sort and classify objects based on colours there by 
reinforcing cognitive skills. 
Our preprimary teachers decorated the class with all the different colourful objects and explained about the different 
colours and its significance and to develop fine motor skills in the children. 



Mela @ CALPS (NEP) learning should be fun and accessible to everyone! Teachers organized mela of hands on 
activities which create rich learning experience for kids here in calps. Playing with blocks, number cards, head 
bands, flash cards, election, mock parliament, science fair, know the maths concepts through fun methods etc are 
few of the most satisfying and fun ways to inculcate interest and curiosity among the children while teaching. 
Children perform and demonstrate various hands on activities as per the concepts ,which builds skills in cognitive 
growth, fine and gross motor skills.

CAREER COUNSELLING:
Career Counselling is a process that helps individuals 
identify and explore Career options, make informed 
decisions about their future and develop their strategies to 
achieve their goals. High school student of CALPS 
conducted a Career Counselling where 22 career options 
were discussed and spoken by 140 high school students. 
These speakers had a Q&A session with the visiting 
students and parents of the school regarding multiple 
career options. 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMME:
We are encouraging our students to become young 
entrepreneurs through various programmes. We 
conducted an entrepreneurship program, in which Mrs. 
Indu Sharma a commerce expert enlightened the students about various business opportunities in commerce and financial 
sectors.

 Students got an opportunity to learn about time management and emotional management from Mr. DARPAN 
VASUDEV (motivational speaker).



Poshan Bhi, Padai Bhi: Nutritional food Vs Junk food:
A nutrition fair was organised by grade 1 teachers.The 
purpose of the fair was to bring awareness and 
sensitize the students regarding nutrition in formative 
years. A balanced diet thali, food pyramid, different 
types of food for growth, energy and protective food 
items were displayed. Students participated 
enthusiastically. Teachers explained to students the 
importance of nutritive food Vs Junk food through 
display. Students not only learnt about good nutrition, 
but they learnt how to stay fit, health and hygiene, 
which play an important role in today's scenario.

ACTIVITIES
“The arts are an essential element of education, just like reading, writing and arithmetic ….. music, dance, painting and 

theatre all keys that unlock preform human understanding and accomplishment”. 

- William Benneett

4A. Thematic activities 

Success is all about growing yourself. When you become a 
leader, success is all about growing others. CALPIANS are 
given a wonderful opportunity to compete and win to 
become office bearers. Our school office bearers were 
officially sworn in a very impressive investiture ceremony on 

th
August 15  2022. The ceremony began with the guard of 
honour for the chief guest followed by a colorful march past. 
The office bearers were briefed about their responsibilities by 
the Manager Mr.Nilesh Seth of CALPS. 

4a(b) AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV
"THE GREATEST IN THE WHOLE WORLD IS OUR BELOVED BHARAT"
As a part of Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav, school children in CALPS engage in a "Tiranga Rally" holding tricolour 
flags.It is indeed a very joyous week for all as the entire nation celebrates 75 years of 
independence. The school celebrated the patriotic fervour through a special 
assembly based on the theme 'Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav'.
pre-primary Coordinator spoke about 'Azaadi ka Amrit Mahotsava' and discussed 
the struggle that the freedom fighters had to face to achieve independence and 
thereby requested the students to always respect the National leaders.

4a(c) Thematic days: Calps champions celebrated thematic days ostentatiously and 
bring unity among all the people and help to embrace our culture. 
Raksha Bhandan was celebrated in a grand way bringing the awareness of virtual bond of love which is one of the deepest and 
the noblest emotions between a brother and a sister not only own siblings, but also trust neighbour and friends. 
Janmashtami. Our tiny tots celebrated Janmashtami by dressing up themselves like Krishna and Radha  holding, decorated 
pots with an adorable performance of singing songs, dancing etc. Ganesh Chathurthi our little stars commemorated Ganesh 
Chaturthi by making the idol of Ganesh with clay and colorfully decorating them with flowers.
Father's day was celebrated by our tiny tots by honoring the fathers. They made fatherhood paternal bands and spoke about 
the influence of Fathers in the society.
Ganesha making competition - On the occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi, we organised an environment friendly 'Ganesh idol 
making competition'.  Students came up with creative ideas and made eco-friendly Ganesha idols with grains, flowers, clay 
and flour. 



 Teacher's Day Celebrations - A teacher is the eternal guru and guide whose firm and loving grooming has shaped generations 
from times immemorial. She can inspire hope, ignite imagination and infuse love for learning. To honor the hard work and 
determination towards the profession, CALPS celebrated Teacher's Day on 5th September 2022 with great gusto and gaiety. A 
fun-filled cultural programme was arranged by the students. The school appointees took over the running of the school for a 
day and acted as substitute teachers in the classroom.  This year 

4B. Competitive activities
Co-Curriculum activites are carried out to help the children to develop the Aboloties in reasoning, critical thinking 
creating, problem-solving, communication skills etc. These activites makes the students fit for the future time evolve a 
sense of competitive spirit.

 - A good handwriting is a mirror of knowledge. To improve presentation skills and to inculcate the 
habit of good handwriting among students, a calligraphy competition was conducted. Students participated in the 
competition with great enthusiasm and showed excellent creativity through their writing skills. 
Talk Show activites were rocked by our children by building confidence in Effective communication skills.
Story Telling our young learners were very expressive and energetic in showing their language skills in a dynamic, 
stylistic and entertaining way.
Drawing and colouring our awesome babe artists exhibited their talent Focusing on creativity in drawing.

 - The competition was conducted with a view to create awareness about the nutritional value of food 
cooked without flame , the necessity and advantages of healthy eating and to encourage students to stay away from the 
junk food. Through this activity the students learnt the spirit of teamwork, culinary skills and appreciating the hard work put 
into cooking.  The aim of the activity was also to provide a platform for students to showcase their talent and explore new 
areas of interest.

 -Students created an amazing array of display items and everyday objects. The values like preservation 
recycling, conservation, reuse etc are embibed in young hearts and minds by demonstrating this noble act of caring for our 
environment. It was amazing to see how scrap could be transformed into such useful and beautiful articles. 

 -“Knowledge is the only kind of wealth that multiplies when you give it away”. Science 
quiz aims to instill in the minds of young students a spirit of scientific enquiry , analytical thinking and provides a platform to 
the budding scientists for exchanging thoughts. The competition was held in two stages, with the preliminary round and the 
final round.

4C. Inter school competition: Students participated in interschool competition organised by
 Meridian international school. The theme of the Event was Vasudaiva kutumbaka,
" THE WORLD IS ONE BIG FAMILY". Taking this power as the theme of competition, our students of calps participated in 
the plethora of competitions . Students from primary to high school were encouraged to participate in this competition.

Calligraphy Competition

Food without fire

Best out of waste

Math and Science Quiz Competition



5.SPORTS
5a.Research has shown that games are essential for healthy development in childhood. 
Physical Education period is the most awaited thing that all children look forward to, during classes. Our school conducted a 
series of competition like running race, khokho, badminton, basketball, relay race, lemon and spoon, tennis, shoe race, 
skating etc, as a part of sports activity.  

5b.Participation is key to success. Children are taken for various inter school competitions. 

A few of them brought laurels to school by winning Karate open championship participated and won by Pradyumna of Grade 
5 won a Gold & M. Sahasra of Grade 4 won a Bronze medal in National Eluru Karate Tournament.  Linith and P.Manas, state 
level karate champions R. Goutham Sri Sai of CALPS. He won silver in National archery competition K. Reshika – for 
representing Telangana and winning a SILVER MEDAL in the 59th-NATIONAL ROLLER SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP (Roller 
Hockey Category) held at Mohali by the RSFI (Roller Skating CALPS has emerged victorious in the ICA Premiere League, 
Amarawathi Perumal Memorial T-20 Tournament. Trishul Damera for winning Inter School Tennis Competition. K. Puneet of 
class 7th Newton, a captain of Phoenix Cricket Academy won the RVM Under-14 cricket tournament. 

Name of the student  Class GAMES Medals 

Pradyumna 5 National Eluru Karate Tournament Gold 

M. Sahasra 4 National Eluru Karate Tournament Bronze 

R. Goutham Sri Sai  National archery competition Silver 

K. Reshika  National roller skating championship Silver 

Trishul Damera  Inter School Tennis Competition  

K. Puneet 7 Phoenix Cricket Academy won the RVM Under-14 
cricket tournament.  

 

 



6 ART
Art can speak things that can't always be said with words. We can evoke and validate one's emotion, provide comfort that 
we are not the only one feel a certain way through our crafts.

Calpians are known for their art gallery, their expressions through art and poetry, here are few of them.
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